The Mark Hotel
UPPER EAST SIDE-BASED THE MARK HOTEL
(www.themarkhotel.com) first opened its
doors in 1927. Having undergone a total
transformation overseen by legendary designer Jacques Grange, the elegant new design includes works created by celebrated
artists who have been commissioned to create one-of-a-kind pieces. The Mark is located
steps from Central Park, world-renowned museums and galleries, and offers guests a stylish
yet inviting location with access to the best
Madison Avenue has to offer.
Guests eager to indulge during their stay
will want to request The Mark Signature Suite,
which combines three of The Mark’s premier
accommodations – the Mark Premier Suite,
the Park Studio Suite, and the Manhattan
Suite – to create the most indulgent space in
hotel living.
Situated on the 12th floor and spanning
3,300 square feet, the suite features four spacious bedrooms, a main living room and dining
area, and two additional seating areas. Guests will
revel in breathtaking views of the Upper East
Side facing South, West, and North, including a
partial view of Central Park. An elegant interior
design and bespoke furnishings, both eclectic
and modern, create an iconic style to impress
any discerning visitor.
An array of first-rate amenities available to
guests include a Crestron room-control panel that
manages temperature, entertainment, shades,
and lighting with a single touch; bedrooms with
fine Italian linens and bedding by Quagliotti;
custom kitchens that feature black granite countertops and appliances from Gaggenau, Miele,
and Sub-Zero; 32-inch HD televisions and audio
systems with universal MP3 and laptop compatibility; and four full bathrooms with blackand-white marble, deep soaking tubs, separate
showers, and polished nickel fittings by Lefroy
Brooks. Exclusive amenities for guests of the
suite include curbside greeting upon arrival and
in-suite check-in; complimentary car and driver
for six hours daily including round-trip airport
transfers; dedicated Housekeeping Manager for
the duration of the stay; complimentary private
bar; floral arrangements by renowned florist
L’Olivier customized to the guest’s preference;
and full-sized exclusive bath products.
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Counterclockwise from the upper left: The Mark Premier Suite Foyer
and dining area; The Mark Premier Suite second bedroom living
room; The Mark Premier Suite second bedroom; The Mark Premier
Suite second bedroom’s kitchen; Park Studio bathroom; Park
Studio bedroom; Manhattan Suite living room and bedroom
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